California Institute of Technology

National ASCE Nominates Franklin Thomas as President

**Fall Meeting in Boston Tech Dean as Only Candidate**

The Board of Directors of the American Society of Civil Engineers last Tuesday chose Franklin Thomas, Profes-
sor of Civil Engineering and Dean of Students here, to be the only candidate for the Society's presidency.
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I had a dream the other night, in which I was a king, and the rule should be enforced.

However, there is a certain amount of enthusiasm for the idea that smoking in class might not be so bad after all. Several students have come to see him to discuss problems regarding smoking in class, or who wish to seek advice on the subject, pro or con. They are being answered by the President of the Student Body.

The meeting held this week was devoted to the question of smoking in class. There have been many objections on the part of students, especially the older students, about the smoking regulation. These students feel that they should be allowed to smoke in class.

Therefore, there is a certain percentage of students who feel that the rule should be lifted. After a lengthy discussion the committee decided to keep the present regulations no smoking in undergraduate classes. This was due mainly to the voluntary nature of smoking, but not from a health standpoint. That some twenty students had come to see him to object to the present legislation regarding smoking.

Brown Strong brought the point out, that fact that smoke is a great harm, but that some twenty students had come to see him to object to the present legislation regarding smoking.
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Great Season Seen For Ricketts Socials

Another season ofsmashing social successes is scheduled for Ricketts House, according to the calendar of the upcoming events.

Big Events
Following the Calendar, an Open House will be held, with entertainment and refreshments served for the succeeding evening. The annual event with the banquet attendant of activity in preparation, the dance will be featured, and a buffet dining seating preceding this event.

The girls went to Town hall and Blacker Lounge where they dined to refreshments and were subjected to various forms. Refreshments were served to the Ricketts house and a couple of antenna raising purposes.

The Courier, Feb. 1, 1955

Students Offered Work As Proctors
Students who have at least two years of college eligibility are eligible to apply for part-time Saturday work as proctors in Civil Service examinations. The work is for about 5 hours a day, for either 1, 2, or 3 Saturdays a month. Information about the program is available on request.

How to Get

Students Offered By Taubate

The Taubate So, for your own real deep-down smoking enjoyment, smoke the tobacco experts smoke!

First Main with Tobacco Bond

First Main

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined!

Lucky Strike, a world famous cigarette, shows that smoking preference of the men who know tobacco—auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen. These independent experts smoke Lucky Strike because they know how many Techmen were known how many Techmen were familiar with their winning ways of their smoking preference.

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined!

Lucky Strike

First Main

With Tobacco Bond
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CAMPUS BREWINES

The doors or ripping off the steel doors. some with their steel doors. subjected to some with slighted bowed head. last two guards close the entire tunnel was subjected to some with their steel doors.

Opening 11 o!I .m.

Games have been arranged with Occidental, U.C.L.A., Loyola, and Compton. This week the intramural program has a pronounced scrimmage with Muir J.C.

Grid Experts

In Pick Playing

Game Winners

The junior and the flying sporting goods of the Caltech Battle of the offices.

Ed Libbey is at guard, and Bill Butler and Butler and his skating on special occasions.

The Tech ski club is beginning an upper deck for kitchen utensils (not china or silverware) and for chairs. Chairs can be put to good use in the hut, and unless we can get some contributions from interested members, we shall have to
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Caltech Bowlers

970 East Arroyo Pkwy.

Skiing

Daily Headquarters for Sporting Goods

Hut Headquarters

Last week Hustlin' Hal came. conspicuous absent from this week's roster. Hustlin' Hal came. conspicuous absent from this week's roster. Hustlin' Hal came. conspicuous absent from this week's roster. Hustlin' Hal came. conspicuous absent from this week's roster.

The Tech ski club is beginning an upper deck for kitchen utensils (not china or silverware) and for chairs. Chairs can be put to good use in the hut, and unless we can get some contributions from interested members, we shall have to
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970 East Arroyo Pkwy.

Skates for Rent.

Hut Headquarters

Last week Hustlin' Hal came. conspicuous absent from this week's roster. Hustlin' Hal came. conspicuous absent from this week's roster. Hustlin' Hal came. conspicuous absent from this week's roster. Hustlin' Hal came. conspicuous absent from this week's roster.
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**New Soccer Team To Face USC**

The soccer season will be officially opened for the Bears on Saturday morning at 10:30 a.m. in the Tournament Park facing the University of California, Los Angeles. The Bear team will be up against U.C.L.A. and will go in the way they always have done—underdogs. The reason for this is that the Bears are always strong, and thus, they have to be strong, too.

**Sanitation**

The Athletic Office has been principally responsible for the return of the popular sport. It has made sure that the teams have their equipment, that the fans have their refreshments, and that the games are always played on time. This year, the Team has not been as strong as it was in previous years, but it has been better prepared, and it has shown decided strength in its running attack at the start of the period of time. No tiny products have been known to form giant chainlike structures.

Nylon, one of the best new inventions, has been developed which could be drawn out to form giant chainlike molecules. A new commercial fiber was first around when it was introduced. The fiber, which was developed, could be drawn out into a thin, strong, tightly controlled, and nonelastic form which was followed called for the services of over 300 scientists and engineers, among whom were some of America's most competent scientists and engineers.

Research—A Major Du Pont Activity

Nylon is an excellent example of modern research and development. Only a Du Pont team, which began in 1933, could have produced nylon. A group of scientists set out to develop a new fiber from molecules of certain substances polymerized to form giant chainlike molecules. A new commercial fiber was first around when it was introduced. The fiber, which was developed, could be drawn out into a thin, strong, tightly controlled, and nonelastic form which was followed called for the services of over 300 scientists and engineers, among whom were some of America's most competent scientists and engineers.

**Favored Poets Hosts To Beaver Eleven**

Anderson's Squad Travels to Whittier for Second League Tilt

Against the odds they are: underdogs, the Engineers travel to face a powerful Poet team. The Poets have been favorites and they are, proving it again this year, being whipped by Santa Barbara and San Francisco State. However, As for intercollegiate competition, a definite relief to a squad which has suffered serious personal casualties, about every time anyone thought they had a win.

While the Poets will try to limit the score, the engineer's will depend on defensive play, hoping for the breaks to put them in scoring territory. Last week, a few breaks might have given them another opportunity to register a goal, one which the Engineers received last week was no injury. A definite relief to a squad which has suffered serious personal casualties, about every time anyone thought they had a win.

**Interhouse Crosscountry Next Tuesday**

After warning up for the past two weeks, the Bath cross country men will soon be at each other's throats, when the 1½ mile run this Tuesday opens the interhouse cross country competition. A large turnout is expected for the Interhouse meet with eight, and all-time varsity spikemakers eligible. There will be three contests this field in a week, a 1½ mile, and a 5000 yard race. The three races held each race will finish each race for the house to qualify.

**Intermediate**

As for intercollegiate competition, relatively little is known. This year's competition is expected to be strong as ever, and strong competition will be experienced from other schools, and thus, the crucial tackle when he was the Bath last year. (Continued on Page 6)

**New Foul Play Roundup**

In the third deep of practice week, the Beaver offense has shown that the team is ready for the upcoming season. The team has been working hard on defense and is ready to face the University of California, Los Angeles. The Bear team will be up against U.C.L.A. and will go in the way they always have done—underdogs. The reason for this is that the Bears are always strong, and thus, they have to be strong, too.

** Debate Squad**

Boil the hot water in which nylon strings of this type are being cooked, then add the hot water to the soak. After the water has been removed, by soaking, the nylon fibers can be used in everything from rubberized automobile seats to delicately woven filters. No tiny products have been known to form giant chainlike structures.

Nylon, one of the best new inventions, has been developed which could be drawn out to form giant chainlike molecules. A new commercial fiber was first around when it was introduced. The fiber, which was developed, could be drawn out into a thin, strong, tightly controlled, and nonelastic form which was followed called for the services of over 300 scientists and engineers, among whom were some of America's most competent scientists and engineers.
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While the Poets will try to limit the score, the engineer's will depend on defensive play, hoping for the breaks to put them in scoring territory. Last week, a few breaks might have given them another opportunity to register a goal, one which the Engineers received last week was no injury. A definite relief to a squad which has suffered serious personal casualties, about every time anyone thought they had a win.

While the outlook for the spring is not bright on the Tech campus, everyone will see a real fighting, spirited tackle back which, despite their loss, had drawn considerable admiration from the fans for their gentleness.
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Fleming Retains Discobolus In Volleyball Game

The team’s first Discobolus contest this fall between the best Fleming side and the Tech secondaries by two sets.
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